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“I felt like the coach should have reinforced that it's not right to
use the term gay in a humorous way but instead he laughed as
well.” (Heterosexual Female Footballer, 21.)
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Introduction
Sport
activity
playplay
an enormous
role inrole
people’s
lives. Apart
from
positively
Sportand
andphysical
physical
activity
an enormous
in people’s
lives.
Apart
from
contributing
to individual’sto
health
and wellbeing,
brings a lot of
enjoyment
positively contributing
individual’s
healthsport
and wellbeing,
sport
brings and
a lotcan
of
positively
impact
moodimpact
state. However
not everyone
in society
can enjoy
benefits
enjoyment
andindividual’s
can positively
individual’s
mood state.
However
not the
everyone
of
equally.
It is widely
recognised
homophobia
in allrecognised
facets of sport
ranging from
in sport
society
can enjoy
the benefits
ofthat
sport
equally. It exists
is widely
that
grass roots to the professional game.

homophobia exists in all facets of sport ranging from grass roots to the
professional game.

On day to day basis a large number of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) individuals are

On day to
to homophobic
day basis a large
number
of lesbian,
gay, bisexual
and
transgender
(LGBT)
exposed
bullying.
Homophobia
is especially
prevalent
in schools.
Approximately

individuals
exposed
to homophobic
Homophobia
is especially
prevalent
50%
of LGBTare
pupils
experience
some form ofbullying.
homophobic
bullying while
at school due
to their
in schools.
Approximately
50%
LGBT
pupils
form ofwho
homophobic
‘’gender
atypical
behaviour’’ (i).
Notof
only
LGBT
youthexperience
are affected,some
but students
are perceived
bullying
atbeing
school
due (ii).
to their
‘’gender
behaviour’’
only
LGBT
to
be gay while
are also
bullied
Similarly,
LGBT atypical
individuals
who belong(i).
toNot
sports
clubs
are being
youth are
affected,
but students
are perceived
to be gay are also being bullied (ii).
regularly
exposed
to serious
incidentswho
of homophobic
bullying.
Similarly, LGBT individuals who belong to sports clubs are being regularly exposed to
Despite
fact thatofhomophobia
receives
a great amount of attention in society and a number
seriousthe
incidents
homophobic
bullying.
of organizations within sport including governing bodies and gay rights organizations (iii) try to

Despite the fact that homophobia receives a great amount of attention in society
and a number of organizations within sport including governing bodies and gay rights
organizations (iii) try to address issues around homophobia, the problem still persists.

address issues around homophobia, the problem still persists.

Homophobic bullying has a traumatic impact on those targeted. As a result of repeated exposure

Homophobic
has a LGBT
traumatic
impact
those
targeted.
a result
of repeated
to
homophobic bullying
discrimination,
individuals
veryon
often
drop
out fromAs
sporting
activities
to
protect
themselves
from negative
treatment they
would
receive otherwise.
exposure
to homophobic
discrimination,
LGBT
individuals
very often drop out from

sporting activities to protect themselves from negative treatment they would receive
Only
time will tell if the issue of homophobia within sport – and some high profile team sports
otherwise.
such as football in particular -- can be eradicated completely, but practical grassroots level work to

Only time will tell if the issue of homophobia can be eradicated completely. However,
with research projects such as this, meaningful recommendations can be made to ensure
recommendations can be made to ensure that people become educated about the problem.
that people become educated in the problem. Hopefully this will enable the public to
Hopefully this will enable the public to stand up to homophobia and help the cause currently being
stand up
to homophobia
helpIt the
currently
being
fought&by
organisations
fought
by organisations
suchand
as Kick
Out,cause
and the
RFL’s Tackle
it Equality
Diversity
programme
such as Kick It Out and Tackle it.
(iv).
minimise it is essential as a start point. However, with research projects such as this, meaningful
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Minority
Youth.
Support for Learning, 15(1), 13.
iiRivers,
I., 2000.
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and Sexual Minority
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for Learning,
15(1), 13.
iiiiHenshaw,
P., 2011.
Bullying Widespread
in UK
Schools. British in
Journal
of School Nursing,
6(6),
268-268.
Henshaw,
P., Homophobic
2011. Homophobic
Bullying
Widespread
UK Schools.
British
Journal
of School Nursing, 6(6), 268-268.
iii Stonewell. 2007. The School Report: The Experience of Young Gay People in Britain’s Schools. Available from: http://www.stonewall.org.uk/documents/school_report.pdf
iii
Stonewell.
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Young
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Available from: http://
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Summary and
Aim
of of
thethe
Project:
Aim
Project:
• To produce recommendations to schools and sports clubs on how to tackle the problem of gender


To produce recommendations to schools and sports clubs on how to tackle the
problem of gender diversity and homophobia in sport.

diversity and homophobia in sport.

Objectives:
Objectives:
• To establish
causes causes
and incidences
of homophobic
bullying at secondary
schools.
To establish
and incidences
of homophobic
bullying at
secondary

schools.

• To establish causes and incidences of homophobic language in community sports clubs.

To establish causes and incidences of homophobic language in community
sportsthe
clubs.
• To establish
consequences of homophobic abuse in both community sport clubs and


schools. the consequences of homophobic abuse in both community sport
secondary
To establish

clubs and secondary schools.
This report focuses on the issue of homophobia in schools and sports clubs, in order to produce
recommendations for clubs and schools on how to tackle the issue.

This report focuses on the issue of homophobia in schools and sports clubs, in order to
The research
revealed that homophobia,
language
especially,
is prevalent in
produce
recommendations
for clubs and
andhomophobic
schools on how
to tackle
the issue.
schools. Over half of students at school hear homophobic language on a daily basis, with a similar

The research revealed that homophobia, and homophobic language especially, is
number admitting to using this language towards fellow students. The problem was clearly shown
prevalent
in schools. Over half of students at school hear homophobic language on a
as many students do not understand the magnitude of the issue because the majority consider it
daily
basis, with a similar number admitting to using this language towards fellow
‘banter’.
students. The problem was clearly shown as many students do not understand the
magnitude
ofthe
thefocus
issuegroup
because
the
majority
consider
it ‘banter’.
Students from
stated
that
there were
no rules
or punishments in place for the use
of homophobic language. This was supported by the evidence gathered in the questionnaires
because, significantly and worryingly, 68% of respondents said they had never been disciplined for

Students from the focus group stated that there were no rules or punishments in
using homophobic terms and phrases.
place for the use of homophobic language. This was supported by the evidence
gathered in the questionnaires because 68% of respondents said they had never been
disciplined for using homophobic terms and phrases.
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Key Findings
A
that
there
waswas
a lack
of education
from schools
regarding
the issue.the
Dueissue.
to the
A key
keyfinding
findingwas
was
that
there
a lack
of education
from schools
regarding
sensitive
nature
of the subject
not inlessons
place toare
educate
homosexuality
Due to the
sensitive
naturelessons
of the are
subject
not instudents
place toabout
educate
students and
gender
issues, meaning they
brought
up with
preconceived
ideas
that are
in society.
about homosexuality
and are
gender
issues,
meaning
they are
brought
upembedded
with preconceived
Education
to be startedinearlier
to highlight
theneeds
problem,
so the
use ofearlier
homophobic
language
ideas thatneeds
are embedded
society.
Education
to be
started
to highlight
the
is seen as wrong instead of ‘how we talk’.

problem, so the use of homophobic language is seen as wrong instead of ‘how we talk’.

In sports clubs 1 in 5 respondents admitted to hearing homophobic language, which shows it is not
as
when1 compared
to schools.admitted
It can be to
reasoned
that
this could belanguage,
because participants
In common
sports clubs
in 5 respondents
hearing
homophobic
which
know
wrong.
means either
languageto
is schools.
used less or
some
underreported
showsit itis is
not asThis
common
whenthe
compared
It can
berespondents
reasoned that
this could
the
use of homophobic
language
make
themselves
not seem
partthe
of the
problem.
Nevertheless,
be because
participants
know to
it is
wrong.
This means
either
language
is used
less or
asome
20% respondents
level of homophobic
language related
reveals
the serious
scale themselves
of the issues
underreported
the usebyofrespondents
homophobic
language
to make
for
the problem.
still minimal effectiveness of current national campaigns to counteract this
notsports
seemclubs
partand
of the
problem.

Positives
bebe
drawn
from
the the
fact fact
that that
members
of certain
clubs stated
are there
strict rules
Positivescan
can
drawn
from
members
of certain
clubsthere
stated
are strict
in
places
and theand
use the
of homophobic
language is
not tolerated.
RFU wereThe
saidRFU
to bewere
very said
rules
in places
use of homophobic
language
is notThe
tolerated.
supportive
provide help
peoplehelp
whofor
have
faced who
abusehave faced abuse.
to be veryand
supportive
andfor
provide
people
85% of people said they would have no problem with having a gay or lesbian player in their team,

85% of
people an
said
they
wouldtowards
have no
problem with
havingthis
a gay
or enough
lesbian because
player in
which
illustrated
open
attitude
homosexuality,
however
is not
their team, terms
whichare
illustrated
an open
attitude
towards
homosexuality,
howeverofthis
not
homophobic
still common,
which
will continue
to be
a barrier to participation
gayisand
lesbian
enoughsportspeople.
because homophobic terms are still common, which will continue to be a barrier

to participation of gay and lesbian sportspeople.
Overall the key findings showed that the use of homophobic language is widespread, however there
appear to be far fewer actual homophobic attitudes. This research indicates that the most effective
way
to tackle
the findings
use of homophobic
language
is through
education.language is widespread,
Overall
the key
showed that
the use
of homophobic

however there appear to be far fewer actual homophobic attitudes. This research
indicates that the most effective way to tackle the use of homophobic language is
through education.
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Methodology
Research Design

Research
Design
Questionnaires and a focus group were used

Questionnaires

Questionnaires
The questionnaires were distributed online to

to collect data. This
leads
to the
Questionnaires
anddesign
a focus
group
were
used
to collect
data. This
design
to
opinions
of a random
sample
of theleads
population
the
opinions
of In
a random
of were
the
being
taken (i).
this studysample
responses
population
being
taken (i).
Insection
this study
collected from
a random
cross
of sports
responses
were
collected
from
a
random
teachers, coaches, participants and students.
cross section of sports teachers, coaches,
This allows the findings from this study to be
participants and students. This allows the
applied to the wider population (ii).
findings
from this study to be applied to
the wider population (ii).

the process more
foronline
the
Themake
questionnaires
wereconvenient
distributed
to make
the process
more convenient
for
researchers
as they would
be easily
theaccessible
researchers
as they
would be
easily
for the
respondents.
This
would
accessible
for
the
respondents.
This
would
also improve the number of responses
received
alsoasimprove
the
number
of
responses
they could be distributed quickly and further
received as they could be distributed
afield. The questionnaires were closed and
quickly and further afield. The
anonymous, with a number of open questions
questionnaires
were closed and
to encourage
participants
truthful and
anonymous,
with
a numbertoofbeopen
Utilising both questionnaires and interviews
give detail
on their experiences,
without
the
questions
to encourage
participants
to be
Utilising
give
detail on
allowed both
a largequestionnaires
volume of data and
to be gathered truthful
fear ofand
being
identified
(v).their
Two questionnaires
interviews
allowed a large
volume
ofadata
without
fear ofonbeing
through questionnaires,
whilst
utilising
focus experiences,
were distributed,
onethe
focusing
schools
togroup
be gathered
through
questionnaires,
identified
(v).
Two
questionnaires
were
to give depth to the study (iii). The
and students, whilst the other related
to sport
whilst
utilising
a
focus
group
to
give
depth
distributed,
one
focusing
on
schools
and
advantage of interviews and focus groups
participants and coaches. Responses from the
to the study (iii). The advantage of
students, whilst the other related to sport
were that they gave the opportunity for
questionnaires numbered:
interviews and focus groups were that they participants and coaches. Responses from
respondents to give answers in greater
gave
the opportunity for respondents to
the questionnaires numbered:
detail,
which is
when
tackling
such
63 responses from sport participants and
give
answers
incrucial
greater
detail,
which
is
63 responses
a controversial
and sensitive
as
coaches. from sport participants and
crucial
when tackling
such aissue
controversial
and
sensitive(iv).
issue as homophobia (iv).
homophobia
coaches.
88 responses from schools and students.

88 responses from schools and students.
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Focus Group

Focus Group

Qualitative data was collected through

This allowed the researchers to be flexible with

participants
discussing
the subject
how the discussions
progressed
as further
amongst
themselves.
This allowed
old
college students.
focuswith
group
was
explanations
could be sought,
which the
provided
completing
a focusThe
group
7, 16-18
to be
flexible
how the
semi
where
the interviewers
more in-depth
data
as the with
participants
could
yearstructured
old college
students.
The focus group researchers
planned
thestructured
various topics
which
would be
build on issues
raised by as
others
in the group.
discussions
progressed
further
was semi
where
the
covered.
The topics
werethe
explored
further
explanations could be sought, which
interviewers
planned
various
topics
through
the participants
discussing
the subject
which would
be covered.
The topics
were provided more in-depth data as the
amongst themselves.
participants could build on issues raised by
explored further through the
others in the group.
completing
group
with 7, 16-18
year
Qualitativea focus
data was
collected
through

‘Don’t warn people not to use the words directly, but teach them
that the words offend from an early age, punishment won’t kick it
out straight away.’ (Focus Group Participant, 16)

Lynch,
2010.
yourProject
Research
Project
in Sport.
Exeter:
ii Lynch,
C., C.,
2010.
DoingDoing
your Research
in Sport.
Exeter: Learning
Matters
Ltd. Learning Matters Ltd.
iiiiGratton,
C., and
I., 2010. I.,
Research
for Sport
Studies. 2nd
Oxon:Studies.
Routledge.2nd Ed. Oxon: Routledge.
Gratton,
C., Jones,
and Jones,
2010.methods
Research
methods
forEd.
Sport
iii
A., 2012.
Social Research
4thMethods.
Ed. Oxford: Oxford
University
Press.Oxford University Press.
iiiBryman,
Bryman,
A., 2012.
Social Methods.
Research
4th Ed.
Oxford:
vi Lee, R. M., 1993. Doing Research on Sensitive Topics. London: SAGE Publications Ltd.
Lee, R.N.,
M.,
1993.
Topics.
London:
SAGE Publications Ltd.
vviWalliman,
2005.
YourDoing
ResearchResearch
Project. 2ndon
Ed. Sensitive
London: SAGE
Publications
Ltd.

v Walliman, N., 2005. Your Research Project. 2nd Ed. London: SAGE Publications Ltd.
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Part One: Homophobia in
Sports Clubs

“If I am being honest this is not a priority for us right now
but going forward something like this would definitely help
The FA to understand our grassroots perception around
gender and homophobia issues.”
(FA Social Inclusion Coordinator)
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1

Is gender
diversity/ still a
Is
Homosexuality
non-hetero-sexuality still a
taboo in
in sport?
sport?

Throughout
the the
research
process
a number
of issuesofwere
encountered,
these included:
Throughout
research
process
a number
issues
were encountered,
these included:


The majority of the participants were heterosexual (80%).

•● The majority of the participants were heterosexual (80%).

The research team had agreed to conduct a focus group with a local gay friendly
rugby club, however the club later pulled out of the focus group stating that it was
however the club later pulled out of the focus group stating that it was not the best time for them.
not the best time for them. This indicates that homophobia remains a taboo
This indicates that homophobia remains a taboo subject within the LGBT community.
subject within the LGTB community.


•● The research team had agreed to conduct a focus group with a local gay friendly rugby club,

•● Many institutions appeared interested in the research but did not see it as a priority for their

ManyThis
institutions
appeared
interested in the research but did not see it as a
organisation.
included the
FA.

priority for their organisation. This included the FA.
•● The research was not always taken seriously by the participants. This was especially prevalent

The research
wasteaching
not always
seriously
the
participants.
within
schools
with some
staff taken
even joking
aboutby
the
subject
matter. This was

especially prevalent within schools with some teaching staff even joking about the
•● The research
encountered some problems when trying to gain access to schools due to the
subjectteam
matter.
subject matter.

The research team encountered some problems when trying to gain access to
These issues
thatsubject
homophobia
schoolsindicate
due to the
matter. still seems to be considered a taboo subject in
society and especially in sport.
These issues indicate that homophobia still seems to be considered a taboo subject in
society and especially in sport.
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2

How big is the Problem?

“I've seen a supporter walk onto the pitch and punch a player,
knocking his front teeth out, shouting homophobic abuse in the
process.” (Gay Rugby Union Player, 34)

34%
admitted
to using
a
34%ofofparticipants
participants
admitted
to using
a
homophobic
slurslur
during
training
or a match.
homophobic
during
training
or a
Although
this may seem
anseem
encouraging
match. Although
thislike
may
like an
statistic
there is also
causethere
for concern
encouraging
statistic
is alsoas
cause
players
and coaches
did not
view
homophobic
for concern
as players
and
coaches
did
language as insulting.

not view homophobic language as
insulting. The majority of participants

The majority
of participants
stated that their
stated
that their
use of homophobic
use of homophobic
language
was
‘just
for fun’
language
was ‘just for
fun’ and
‘all
part
part of the game’.
of and
the ‘all
game’.

It may also be the case that instances of
It may also be the case that instances of
Homophobic abuse are actually much
homophobic abuse are actually much higher
higher
but people are unwilling to report
but people are unwilling to report that they
that
they
have
this language.
have
used
thisused
language.
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Homophobic
abuse
appears
to betoa be
common
Homophobic
abuse
appears
a

Homophobicterms
terms are
are often
asas
Homophobic
oftenclassified
classified
occurrence
sports clubsintoday.
the
‘banter’
mockingby
by many
many participants
who
common in
occurrence
sportsMany
clubsoftoday.
‘banter’
orormocking
participants
Manyparticipants
of the study's
participants
who
often
attempted
to justify
their
study’s
admitted
to using admitted
or stated
often
attempted
to justify
their behaviour
by
to using
or stated
that they
heard
by framing
abusive
comments
that
they heard
homophobic
abuse
on a regular behaviour
framing abusive
comments
as jokes
that are
homophobic
abuse
on
a
regular
basis
as
jokes
that
are
just
part
of
the
game:
basis during training and matches:
just part of the game:
during training and matches:
Participants also use homophobic slurs as a way

usethat
homophobic
slurs
toParticipants
insult playersalso
or acts
they perceive
as as
awayortofeminine:
insult players or acts that they
weak
perceive as weak or feminine:

It was
notnot
usedused
to cause
offence
or in aorhomophoIt was
to cause
offence
in a
bic homophobic
way. It was used
asIt'banter'
between
team maway.
was used
as ‘banter’
tes when someone was getting tired towards
mates
when (Heterosexual
someone was getting
thebetween
end of a team
training
session.”
tired
towards player,
the end
of a training session.”
male
basketball
22)

“The term has never been used offensively, but

(Heterosexual male basketball player, 22)
“Just out of fun and mocking in
term
never been
used offensively,
as“The
a way
ofhas
describing
someone’s
act that isbut as jest” (Heterosexual male ju-jitsu coach, 43)
a
way
of
describing
someone's
act
that is
seemingly weak or half-hearted.” (Heterosexual
“Just out of fun and mocking in jest”
seemingly weak or half-hearted.” (Heterosexual “I just use it to offend as a joke or maybe more
seriously
in a match
against
opposition.
Try to
male
20)
(Heterosexual
male
ju-jitsu
coach, 43)
maleFootballer,
Footballer,
20)
gain a mental advantage over opposi“I would call someone gay, If they acted in a
tion.” (Heterosexual Male Footballer, 22)
“Ifeminine
would call
someone
gay,inIfathey
acted in a
“I just use it to offend as a joke or maybe more
way,
like passing
feminine
“Not
intended
insult, was
usedopposition.
as a
way.” (Heterosexual
Male Footballer,
21) way.”
feminine
way, like passing
in a feminine
seriously
in to
a match
against
Try to
joke” (Heterosexual Male Tennis Coach, 22)
(Heterosexual
Male
Footballer,
gain a mental advantage over opposition.”
“it’s just a habit,
when
someone21)
is being
weak.” (Heterosexual Male Football coach, 41)
(Heterosexual Male Footballer, 22)
“it’s
justaaplayer
habit,overreacted
when someone
is being
weak.”
“When
to being
injured
and An important theme is that almost none of
complained continually
to the
(Heterosexual
Male Football
coach, 41)
intended who
to insult,
as a joke”
the“Not
participants
gavewas
an used
explanation
referee.” (Heterosexual Male Footballer, 21)
for(Heterosexual
their use of homophobic
slurs thought
Male Tennis Coach,
22)

“To insult
someone
for doingto
something
wrong. It that it was actually classed as homophobia.
“When
a player
overreacted
being injured
TheAnmajority
of participants saw homophois used
as a joke continually
as I would receive
back
and
complained
to the itreferee.”
important theme is that almost none of the
though.” (Heterosexual Male Footballer, 21)
bic slurs as perfectly acceptable jokes and
(Heterosexual Male Footballer, 21)
participants who gave an explanation for their

‘Banter’.

use of homophobic slurs thought that it was

“To insult someone for doing something wrong.

actually classed as homophobia. The majority of

It is used as a joke as I would receive it back

participants saw homophobic slurs as perfectly

though.” (Heterosexual Male Footballer, 21)

acceptable jokes and ‘Banter’.
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3

Is Homophobic Abuse
Challenged?

“My coach must hear homophobic terms used a lot at training
but I've never witnessed them do anything about it. It's just part
of the game.” (Heterosexual Male Basketball Player, 22)
22%
participants
reported
coaches
22%ofofthe
the
participants
reported

Many
participants who
who had
had witnessed
Many
of of
thethe
participants
and
supportand
staffsupport
turning staff
a blind
eye to a blind witnessed
coachingcoaching
staff turning
a blind
eye atoblind
coaches
turning
staff
turning
homophobic
language. Itlanguage.
is possibleItthat
language
again seem
eye to homophobic
is
eyehomophobic
to homophobic
language
againto suggest
incidents
have
been under
as
thattohomophobia
washomophobia
just part of taking
possiblemay
that
incidents
mayreported
have been
seem
suggest that
was part
Homophobia is a controversial issue.
their sport and used as a joke.
under reported as Homophobia is a
justinpart
of taking part in their sport and
controversial issue.
used as a joke.
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When participants were asked if they had ever

When participants
theyeye
had
witnessed
a coach or were
playerasked
turn a if
blind
to
ever
witnessed
a
coach
or
player
turn
a
homophobic abuse many again indicated that it
blinda regular
eye to homophobic
abuse
was
part of the game
that many
was never
againinto
indicated
that it was a regular part of
called
question:
the game that was never called into
“One
particular coach used such terms frequently
question:

However Rugby does appear to have a better

However
Rugby
does
appear
haverugby
a
track record
than
other
sports.to
several
better
track
record than
sports.
players
commented
that other
they had
received
several
rugbyof
players
commented
thatto
the backing
the RFU
who were quick
they
had received
the backing
challenge
homophobic
abuse: of the RFU
who were quick to challenge homophobic
abuse:
“We experienced homophobic abuse on the pitch

and was unprofessional but nobody really said

by a team in Essex Division 2. The team were

anything” (Heterosexual male Footballer, 21)

reported to the RFU who have dealt with the issue”

“One particular coach used such terms frequently “We experienced homophobic abuse on the pitch
(Gay Rugby Coach, 39)
and was unprofessional but nobody really said
by
a team in Essex Division 2. The team were
“Seems common place on most football
anything” (Heterosexual male Footballer, 21)
reported to the RFU who have dealt with the
training grounds and pitches I’ve played on,
“In my experience, in rugby generally speaking it
issue” (Gay Rugby Coach, 39)
“Seems common
place
on most
football
training
becomes
the ‘norm’
as such.
Mostly
intended
as a
is not an issue. The RFU are totally supportive of
grounds
and
pitches
I've
played
on,
becomes
the
rugby
generally
it is tolerate
not an issue.
The RFU are
joke on somebody else but also in heated exchanges “Inthe
game
and do not
this behaviour.”
(Gay
'norm' as such. Mostly intended as a joke on
totally
supportive
of
the
game
and
do
not
tolerate
too.” (Heterosexual Male Footballer, 22)
Rugby Player, 39)
somebody else but also in heated exchanges
this behaviour.” (Gay Rugby Player, 39)
too.” (Heterosexual Male Footballer, 22)
“The terms were used as a joke with the coach

“The terms
were
used
as ain.”
joke(Heterosexual
with the coach
either
ignoring
it or
joining
male
either ignoring it or joining in.” (Heterosexual
male Footballer, 21)

Footballer, 21)

“Hockeyoften
oftenattracts
attractspeople
peopleofofdifferent
different
sexual
“Hockey
sexual
orientations,and
andthey
theyare
areoften
oftenhappy
happy
and
aware
orientations,
and
aware
of

of this. If anything is said about the subject, it's
always done in jest and good nature, often
done in jest and good nature, often provoked by the
provoked by the player in question
player in question anyway.” (Heterosexual female
anyway.” (Heterosexual female hockey player, 20)
this. If anything is said about the subject, it’s always

hockey player, 20)

“I used to play in a "straight" team once and it happened a few times.
I felt uncomfortable and did nothing.” (Bisexual female Volleyball
Player, 30)
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4

How can we combat
Homophobia?

“Encourage people who hear that sort of language to stand up to,
respond in positive way, like reporting the people who are using
such language. And, promote equal rights more, I've never
personally seen any adverts or posters about homophobic
behaviour, especially compared to racial promotions such as 'Kick It
Out'.” (Heterosexual Male Footballer, 22)
perceive it.language
It seem that
Homophobic
language
homophobic
perceive
it. It seem
not viewed as language
abusive, this
illustrated
thatisHomophobic
is is
not
viewedin
quotes from
of the participants.
as abusive,
this many
is illustrated
in quotes
from many of the participants. The high
The high degree of acceptance can be viewed
degree
of acceptance can be viewed as a
as a positive as it may be people’s perceptions
positive as it may be peoples perceptions
of the language that needs changing, and
of the language that needs changing, and
This indicates that the problem may actually
not their actual attitudes towards the LGBT
not
their actual attitudes towards the
This
indicates
thatuse
thehomophobic
problem may
be how
those who
language
community.
LGBT community.
actually be how those who use

83%of
of respondents
respondents indicated
that
they
83%
indicated
that
they
definitely would
a problem
being
on a
definitely
wouldnot
nothave
have
a problem
being
team
with someone
who identified
themselves
on
a team
with someone
who identified
as LGBT. These
thereshow
is a high
themselves
as results
LGBT.show
Thesethat
results
degree of tolerance and acceptance of LGBT
that
there is a high degree of tolerance
players and coaches in sports clubs.
and acceptance of LGBT players and
coaches in sports clubs.
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“I don’t think its a problem, its not serious or a personal
attack.” (Heterosexual male Ju-jitsu Coach, 43)
“Startencouraging
encouragingcoaches
coaches and
and support
support staff
staff to
When
what
sports
participants
could could
do
“Start
to
Whenasked
asked
what
sports
participants
challengeand
andififnecessary
necessary punish
punish he person
person using
todo
stop
the use
unchallenged
homophobic
challenge
using
to stop
theofuse
of unchallenged
the
male
theoffensive
offensivelanguage”
language”(Heterosexual
(Heterosexual male
language there were a range of responses.
homophobic language there were a range
Basketball
22)
BasketballPlayer,
Player, 22)

of responses.

Some participants did not perceive the use of

“Challenge the use of homophobic language.
Some participants
nota perceive
the use There
“Challenge
thebe
use
of homophobic
language.
needs to
a culture
change so
that There
homophobic
languagedid
to be
problem. These
of homophobic
to be a problem. homophobic
are not
just so
thrown
around like
needs to be slurs
a culture
change
that homophobic
tended
to be older language
participants:
common
(Heterosexual
Footballer,
These tended to be older participants:
slurs are insults.”
not just thrown
around Male
like common
22)
insults.” (Heterosexual Male Footballer, 22)
“Don’t
there
isn’t
a problem.
“Don'tcause
causea afuss
fusswhere
where
there
isn't
a problem.
Once
is is
anan
actual
or or
perceived
problem
thenthen
Oncethere
there
actual
perceived
problem
something
must
done
about
(Heterosexual Other
Otherparticipants
participants suggested
raising
awareness
something
must
bebe
done
about
it.”it.”
(Heterosexual
suggested
raising
MaleKayaker,
Kayaker,
through the use of advertising and having a
Male
55)55)

awareness through the use of advertising
more open attitude towards sexuality:
“I don’t think its a problem, its not serious or a per- and
having a more open attitude towards
“Isonal
don’tattack.”
think it’s(Heterosexual
a problem, its male
not serious
orCoach,
a
Ju-jitsu
sexuality:
43)
personal
attack.” (Heterosexual male Ju-Jitsu Coach,

“Being more open about sexuality and that it is

they heard homophobic language used then people

be visible about not tolerating homophobia or

might stop using it.” (Heterosexual Male Basketball

transphobia.” (Gay male rugby union player, 42)

“Being more open about sexuality and that it is
just a fact of life. More education and training for
43)
Younger participants did seem to perceive
just a fact of life. More education and training for
coaches. EIYC [‘Equality-In-Your-Coaching’] should
Homophobic language as a problem in their sport coaches.
EIYC should be a required element of
be a required element of their coaching certificate”
Younger
participants
did seem
perceive
and called
for more action
to betotaken
especially their
coaching certificate” (Heterosexual Female
(Heterosexual Female Snowsports Coach, 50)
with education
and encouraging
coaches
to speak Snowsports
Homophobic
language
as a problem
in their
Coach, 50)
out: and called for more action to be taken
sport
“Explain that it could be hurtful to some. Put up
“Explain that it could be hurtful to some. Put up
especially
with
education
and
encouraging
“Educate people that just because it isn't said to
posters accepting all people no matter what
posters
accepting all(Heterosexual
people no matter
whatRugby
sexual
coaches
to speak
out:
hurt anyone,
some
people may be offended by it. sexual
orientation.”
Female
orientation.”
Female Rugby Union
If the coaches started to call people up on it when Union
Support(Heterosexual
staff, 56)
Support staff, 56)
they heard
homophobic
language
usedsaid
then
“Educate
people
that just because
it isn’t
to
“support gay friendly sports clubs in their area be
people
might
stoppeople
using may
it.” (Heterosexual
hurt
anyone,
some
be offended byMale
it.
visible about not tolerating homophobia or
“support gay friendly sports clubs in their area,
IfBasketball
the coachesPlayer,
started22)
to call people up on it when
transphobia.”
(Gay male rugby union player, 42)

Player, 22)
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Part two: Homophobia in
Schools

“a group of students teased another student for being
gay, calling him names all the time, avoiding him
deliberately and generally treating him differently.”
(Heterosexual Male, 17)
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1

How Big is the Problem
in Schools?

“A transsexual student was constantly bullied by numerous bullies.
The whole school was spoken to about this and it helped a little but
the abuse still happened on a smaller scale. Staff tried to keep an eye
out for these incidents.” (Heterosexual Female teacher, 51)
Homophobic
language
appears
to beto be
Homophobic
language
appears

over ajust
quarter
they hear
it on
a
with
overreporting
a quarterthat
reporting
that
they
particularly
prevalent
in schools.
Over half
2-3 times
basis.
ThisThis
highlights
that
it onaaweek
weekly
basis.
highlights
particularly
prevalent
in schools.
Over half hear
of those children surveyed reported hearing
homophobic language is a widespread problem
that
homophobic language is a widespread
of those children surveyed reported
homophobic language everyday with just
in schools.
hearing homophobic language everyday problem in schools.
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2

Why do children use
Homophobic Terms?
Schools?

Afterestablishing
establishing homophobic
language
is
After
homophobic
language
used
within
schools
it is important
isfrequently
frequently
used
within
schools
it is
to understand
why this type
of language
important
to understand
why
this typeisof
so common.
research The
suggests
that the
language
is soThe
common.
research
respondents
there are multiple
reasons
suggests
thatbelieve
the respondents
believe
for itsare
use.
Half of the
students
the
there
multiple
reasons
forstated
its use.
terms
used as habit
and the
for fun,
which
Half
ofwere
the students
stated
terms
highlights
the use
thefun,
language
were
used that
as habit
andoffor
whichjust a
part of how
students
communicate
with their
highlights
that
the use
of the language
peers.
just
a part of how students communicate
with their peers.

For this
reason
in may
particularly difficult
For this
reason
in may
bebeparticularly
to eliminate
homophobic
slurs from
schools.
difficult
to eliminate
homophobic
slurs
phrases
arephrases
often used
banterused
and not
fromSuch
schools.
Such
areasoften
referring
tonot
somebodies
which means
as banter
and
referringsexuality,
to somebodies
students
do not
see itstudents
as a majordo
problem.
sexuality,
which
means
not
a large
number of students stating that
see itDespite
as a major
problem.
homophobia is not used to offend this there

Despite
large
number
studentsnumber of
is stilla the
belief
that aof
significant
stating
that homophobia
is notlanguage
used to as a
students
do use homophobic
offend
this there
is still the belief that a
method
of bullying.
significant number of students do use
homophobic language as a method of
bullying.

“To get a reaction. I knew they weren't gay but said it to
annoy them.” (Heterosexual male, 15)
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When respondents were asked to explain why

These findings were also consistent with the

they
used
homophobicwere
termsasked
most of
When
respondents
tothe
explain

findings
of the were
focus also
groupconsistent
conductedwith
at a
These
findings
children
did used
not seem
to perceiveterms
their use
of of the
local
school.of
The
group
participants
findings
thefocus
focus
group
conducted
why they
homophobic
most
the
be not
homophobic:
that theThe
usefocus
of homophobic
a local school.
group language
thelanguage
childrentodid
seem to perceive their atindicated
was common
place in school
anduse
often
participants
indicated
that the
of used to
use of the language to be homophobic:
“Just as in like if I said to someone come to the
insult others:language was common place
homophobic
canteen with me and they said no I’d be like aw
in school and often used to insult others:
your so gay. But not literally. I don’t think anyone

“Everyone does, common used words, gay is an

really
gay to
I’msomeone
its real context
“Justuses
as inthe
likeword
if I said
come that
to the

easy word to say. If vocabulary is weak, its just an

canteen
with me
and they said
no I'd19)
be like aw
often
anymore.”
(Homosexual
female,

easy thingdoes,
to say
to insultused
some-one.”
“Everyone
common
words, gay is an
easy
word to say.
If vocabulary
is weak, its just an
(Heterosexual
Male,
17)
easy thing to say to insult someone.”
(Heterosexual Male, 17)
“‘I use the word ‘gay’ as a bad thing, not to directly

your so gay. But not literally. I don't think
anyone really uses the word gay I'm its real
“‘As a joke to imply someone’s personal opinion
context that often anymore.” (Homosexual feon any subject is homosexual, not to imply
male, 19)
homosexuality is a bad thing.” (heterosexual

“‘As a15)
joke to imply someone's personal opinion
Male,
on any subject is homosexual, not to imply
homosexuality is a bad thing.” (heterosexual
“I have called some people gay because I someMale, 15)

times have a little joke around and I never EVER!

someone.”
17)
“‘Idiscriminate
use the word
‘gay’ as a (Heterosexual
bad thing, notFemale,
to
directly discriminate someone.” (Heterosexual
Female,
17)
It is important
to note that none of the

participants seemed to think that their use
of homophobic language was wrong or

It discriminatory.
is important to note that none of the
sometimes
littleitjoke
never
participants seemed to think that their use
I am
assuminghave
theyatake
as a around
joke likeand
it isImeant
EVER! Mean it. And no has ever challenged why I of homophobic language was wrong or
to be.” (Heterosexual Male, 11)
use it. I am assuming they take it as a joke like it
discriminatory.
“I have
people
gay because
Mean
it. called
And nosome
has ever
challenged
why I Iuse it.

is meant to be.” (Heterosexual Male, 11)
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3

Is Homophobia Challenged
in Schools?

The
researchrevealed
revealed that
a lack
bullying
occurs
some
victims
are either
The
research
thatthere
therewas
was
a of WhenWhen
bullying
occurs
some
victims
are
support
from teachers
for students
or or
tootoo
scared
to ask
lack
of support
from teachers
for who were eithernot
notsupported
supported
scared
tofor
ask
victims of
homophobic
bullying.
support.This
This explains
explains why
to to
attempt
students
who
were victims
of homophobic for support.
whyititisisvital
vital
to reduce the use of homophobic language in
bullying.
attempt
to reduce the use of homophobic
The majority of students who used the
schools from the outset.
language in schools from the outset.
The majority of students who used the
language were not disciplined. This may be

language
were
notstudents
disciplined.
Thisdid
may
why many
of the
surveyed
not
besee
whya problem
many ofwith
the their
students
did
use ofsurveyed
homophobic
notlanguage.
see a problem with their use of
homophobic language.
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4

How can we combat
Homophobia in Schools?

School
children
appear
to betoless
of LGBT
and display
a higher
of
School
children
appear
beaccepting
less accepting
ofindividuals
LGBT individuals
and
displaydegree
a higher
prejudice
the adultthan
sportthe
participants
surveyed,
with only
44% stating
they
definitely
degree than
of prejudice
adult sport
participants
surveyed,
withthat
only
44%
stating
would
not have
a problem
being
someone
whofriends
identified
as LGBT.
that they
definitely
would
notfriends
have with
a problem
being
with
someone who

identified as LGBT.
When asked what could be done to tackle the

There were also calls for schools to get tougher

homophobia
most
of the
participants
whenwere
tackling
relating
to homophobia:
alsoissues
calls for
schools
to get tougher
When asked
what
could
be done indicated
to tackle There
a need for more education from an early age:
“acttackling
serious with
anyrelating
incidenttoand
support them
issues
homophobia:
the homophobia most of the participants when
by setting a member of staff to deal and talk to

indicated a need for more education from
“More education on the issues related around
them.” (Heterosexual Male, 17)
an early age:
“act serious with any incident and support them
homophobia.” (Heterosexual Female, 17)

“More education on the issues related around
homophobia.” (Heterosexual Female, 17)

“Enlighten all students that being homosexual is

“Enlighten
allbeing
students
that all
being
no
different to
straight,
lovehomosexual
is the same” is
no different Male,
to being
(Heterosexual
18)straight, all love is the
same” (Heterosexual Male, 18)

by setting a member of staff to deal and talk to
“Give (Heterosexual
punishments toMale,
pupils17)
if caught, make
them.”
teachers teach lessons about it.” (Heterosexual

“Give punishments to pupils if caught, make
Male, 18)
teachers teach lessons about it.” (Heterosexual
Male, 18)

“‘Stricter discipline on it, immediate detention.”

“Don’twarn
warnpeople
peopletotouse
usethe
the
words
directly,
“Don’t
words
directly,
butbut “‘Stricter
(Bisexualdiscipline
Male, 15)on it, immediate
teachthem
them
that
words
offend
from
early detention.” (Bisexual Male, 15)
teach
that
thethe
words
offend
from
an an
early
age,punishment
punishment
won’t
kick
it out
straight
age,
won’t
kick
it out
straight
away.”
away.” (heterosexual Male, 17)
(Heterosexual Male, 17)
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Part Three:
Recommendations
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1

Recommendations

The
undertaken
during
this project
has allowed
several recommendations
to be
TheResearch
Research
undertaken
during
this project
has allowed
several recommendations
to
developed,
Four relating
to sportstoclubs
andclubs
Four and
relating
torelating
school sport.
These sport.
are discussed
be developed,
Four relating
sports
Four
to school
These
inare
thediscussed
following sections.
in the following sections.

These recommendations are by no means a complete guide to tackling homophobia
but rather
should
viewed
as on
a positive
on thea way
to tackling
should
be viewed
as abepositive
step
the way step
to tackling
complex
issue. Asaacomplex
result theissue.
As a result
the following
overarching
following
overarching
recommendation
hasrecommendation
been developed: has been developed:
These recommendations are by no means a complete guide to tackling homophobia but rather

Develop a research agenda to examine in more depth the complex issues surrounding homophobia.

Develop a research agenda to examine in more depth the
Acomplex
research agenda
should
be established to homophobia.
further investigate the subject of homophobia to gain
issues
surrounding

a deeper understanding surrounding causes and effects. It would be particularly useful to focus on
gay sports clubs to gain their perspective on the many issues.

A research agenda should be established to further investigate the subject of
homophobia to gain a deeper understanding surrounding causes and effects. It would
be particularly useful to focus on gay sports clubs to gain their perspective on the
many issues.
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2

Sport Club
Recommendations

The Key recommendations for sports clubs are as follows:

1) Educate sports club
coaches on the subject
of homophobia.


22% of athletes admitted to
hearing their coach use
homophobic language. It was
also found that these coaches
turned a blind eye when hearing
it used among athletes.



It should be required for coaches
to be educated of the severity of
homophobia to recognise its
issues in order to eliminate
homophobic terms within sports
clubs. This would create a
cultural change and highlight
that it is not just part of the
game. Coaching qualifications
could include training on
homophobia.

2) Develop a reporting system for
victims of homophobic bullying.



A supportive and confidential
reporting system for individuals
who are the recipients of
homophobic abuse would help
eradicate feelings of negativity
and increase their confidence in
talking about the topic. This
could potentially reduce
homophobic bullying within
sports clubs by raising
awareness of the issues of
homophobia.



Homosexuality, in particular is
seen as a taboo subject in
football. Therefore backing from
the FA through conferences for
agents and managers to support
and advise gay players would be
very beneficial.
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3) Create an active and visible 4) Encourage clubs to have a
anti homophobia campaign.
zero tolerance policy towards
homophobic abuse.


Raising awareness through a
public campaign should be
visible to society in order to
educate and promote
homophobia. This would
increase public concern for the
subject area and reduce
homophobic bullying within
sports clubs and society.



Campaigns must challenge
anti-gay abuse and enforce
positive messages for LGBT’



One of the biggest challenges
may be getting players and
coaches that homophobia does
not have to be part of the game.
This seems to be a particularly
large problem in football. Taking
a proactive stance and having a
zero tolerance attitude towards
homophobia may be the most
effective way to begin to tackle
the issue.

“We have noticed that teams hurling the most abuse are the teams
that usually underestimate us, assuming they will win on
heterosexuality alone - who then get beaten and start throwing abuse
around.” (Gay Rugby Union Player playing on a gay team, 34.)
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3

School
Recommendations

The
KeyKey
recommendations
for sports
are as
follows:
The
recommendations
forclubs
schools
are
as follows:
1) Educate
sports club school
coaches on the subject of2)
homophobia.
1) Educate
Train teachers

to identify and
challenge homophobic behaviour.

children on the subject of
thathomophobia.
these coaches turned a blind eye when hearing it used among athletes.

●• 22% of athletes admitted to hearing their coach use homophobic language. It was also found

57% of students confessed to

43% of students said victims of
hearing homophobic language
homophobic
bullying
diduse
notof
recognise its issues and severe psychological and social impacts
in order to
eliminate
at school
a daily
basis.
receive
support
fromand highlight
homophobic
terms on
within
sports
clubs contexts. This would
createany
a cultural
change
that it is certainly ‘not just a part of the game.’ Coaching teachers.
qualifications could include training on

59% of these students admitted
homophobia.
to being guilty of such behaviour

68% of students admitted to not
and said it was commonly used
being disciplined for using
2) Develop
a reporting
victims of homophobic homophobic
bullying.
in the
form ofsystem
a joke,fornot
language.
homophobia. However, 19% of
●• A supportive
and confidential
reporting system for individuals
are the
of
responses
use homophobic
These who
findings
linkrecipients
to education
homophobic
abuse
would help eradicate feelings of negativity
and increase
their
terms
to insult.
and teachers
need
to confidence
be trainedin
talking about the topic. This could potentially reduce homophobic
bullying
within
sports
to be able
to step
in and
dealclubs by
raising awareness of the issues of homophobia.

Educating children needs to be
with the issues surrounding
on the school agenda to
homophobia efficiently.
●• Homosexuality, in particular is seen as a taboo subject in football. Therefore backing from the
highlight student’s awareness
FA through conferences for agents and managers to support and advise gay players would be very
that homophobia is an issue, not
beneficial.
a joke.


●• It should be required for coaches to be educated about the severity of homophobia to
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3) Create an active and visible anti homophobia campaign.
●• Raising
awareness
throughsupport
a public campaign 4)
that should
be visible to
society, particularly
3)
Increase
public
Encourage
schools
to haveat a
grassroots
sports context levels, in order to educate about
andtolerance
counteract homophobia.
This would
in schools.
zero
policy towards
increase public concern for the subject area and reduce homophobic bullying within sports clubs
homophobic abuse.
and society.


Again this will be one of the
Schools should display a more
biggest challenges. There needs
vocal and
supportive
role for
enforce positive
messages
for non-heterosexual/LGBT
people’
to be a cultural change to
homosexuality and homophobic
educate school children and let
bullying. More public backing
them know abuse.
that homophobic
fromclubs
schools
would
help
raise policy towards homophobic
4) Encourage
to have
a zero
tolerance
language is not acceptable in
awareness of the issues
areastoofunderstand
life.
homophobia
●• One ofsurrounding
the biggest challenges
may and
be getting players andany
coaches
that homophobia does contribute
not have to to
be the
partattempt
of the game;
that in fact it distracts from the development of serious
to kick
and successful
sporting bullying
prowess. out
Thisof
seems to be a particularly large problem in football. Taking a
homophobic
proactiveschools.
stance and having a zero tolerance attitude towards homophobia may be the most effec

●• Campaigns must challenge anti-gay abuse at practical/applied grassroots level and seek to always

tive way to begin to tackle the issue.

“If someone came out, it could change the way people think about
the subject, and more people may come out as well.” (Heterosexual
Male, 17)
Speaking about gay professional sport role models.
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The report and guidelines for action concerning the issue of homophobia
in sports and schools contexts is produced by the Bournemouth University
Sports Faculty Student team, as an outcome of the tripartite agreement
initiated by Dr Ian Jones (Associate Dean of the university Sports Faculty),
between the team, Bournemouth University, and Mr Alan Mercel-Sanca
creator/lead for the ‘Time for Change – Now! (Anti-homophobia in sport
Olympics legacy exhibition) project.
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